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Lash&Grey Redefines Musical Horizons 
with Hypnotic Single 'Come And Get It’ 
Intriguing allure meets sonic innovation as Lash&Grey unveil their latest musical gem, "Come And 
Get It," igniting a new sound of the rising couple.

Bratislava's musical phenomenon, Lash&Grey, is embarking on an electrifying new chapter. 
Following the triumphant echoes of "Sleepin' With The Lights On" and "Blossom Of Your World," 
their previous albums, the magnetic duo is ready to once again captivate audiences with their 
groundbreaking new single, "Come And Get It.”

A dynamic couple who met in the heart of Prague and 
currently call Bratislava home, Lash&Grey has become a 
beacon of exceptional talent in the European music scene. 
Their performances at esteemed music festivals, including 
jazz stages, have left audiences in awe, and their accolades 
continue to grow. In 2022, they graced the iconic Carnegie 
Hall stage in New York, sharing the spotlight with renowned 
musicians Keyon Harrold, Harish Raghavan, and Martin 
Valihora. Kristin Lash's incredible vocal prowess led her to 
become a finalist in the prestigious Sarah Vaughan Jazz 
Vocal Competition 2022, a testament to her remarkable 
talent.

Their journey is studded with awards for Best Debut, 
Best Single, and Album of the Year, firmly establishing them 
as celestial rising stars. Their melodic echoes have left an indelible mark on jazz festivals all 
across Europe, from France, Italy, Switzerland to their Slovak homeland.

Freshly dropped today, their anticipated single "Come And Get It”, as a thrilling preview of 
their upcoming third album, profoundly pushes the limits of Lash&Grey's artistry, ushering in a new 



era of creative exploration. Produced with the utmost dedication, the single features top-tier 
musicians  and professionals like Vlado Meller, whose mastery graces the mastering process, 
Bryan 'B Dub' White on bass, and the incredible David 'H0wdy' Hodek on drums. This synergy 
promises an auditory journey like no other.

Yet, "Come And Get It" holds more than sonic brilliance. The accompanying 'live session' 
music video, shot at the Slovak National Gallery, adds a visually enchanting layer to the 
experience. ash&Grey's signature blend of jazz and soul resonates powerfully, transforming this 
single into a  living testament of their artistry. Brace yourself for an immersive experience as 
Lash&Grey lay the bedrock for their imminent third album with this extraordinary release.

To delve deeper into the world of Lash&Grey, check out their website or social media pages.

www.lashgrey.com

For media inquiries, please contact:

Jakub Šedivý
jakubsedivee@gmail.com
+421907734165
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YOUTUBE VIDEO LINK:  
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linktree | spotify | youtube | facebook | instagram

Lash&Grey - Come And Get It

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HdudbW5gyw
http://www.lashgrey.com
https://linktr.ee/lashgrey
https://open.spotify.com/artist/10s63xyA30oEH9Dx1Vj4H9?si=cJdf1IA1R6iv-wfbsYUo6w&dl_branch=1&nd=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVpYGKdznXnjZEwQgBkCqLA
https://www.facebook.com/lashgreymusic/
https://www.instagram.com/lashgreymusic/
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